Vascular calcification: expression patterns of the osteoblast-specific gene core binding factor alpha-1 and the protective factor matrix gla protein in human atherogenesis.
Increasing evidence suggests that vascular calcification is a regulated process. We studied the vascular expression pattern of a key factor in mineralization and a counteracting, protective factor. Based on the phenotype of null mice, Core binding factor alpha-1 (Cbfa-1) plays a pivotal role in bone formation, whereas Matrix Gla Protein (MGP) is a potent inhibitor of vascular calcification. We investigated the expression of MGP and Cbfa-1 in cultured, human monocytic cells, endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells (SMC), as well as in normal and atherosclerotic vessel specimens. In cultured cells MGP is expressed in endothelial cells and SMC, whereas Cbfa-1 mRNA is predominantly present in macrophages and to a lesser extent in SMC. In the normal vessel wall MGP expression is high at the luminal side and declines toward the center of the media, whereas Cbfa-1 is absent. Moderate, diffuse calcification of the aorta media was observed only in those regions where MGP is low or absent. In atherosclerotic lesions MGP is expressed in endothelial cells and SMC that form fibrous caps, but is never present in macrophages. Cbfa-1 is synthesized in regions without MGP, it is associated with calcified areas and Cbfa-1 may be considered a marker for osteoprogenitor-like cells in the vessel wall. Our observations on MGP expression confirm and extend published data and are consistent with a protective function of MGP. Cbfa-1 expression is absent in normal medial SMC and co-localizes with neointimal macrophages and focal calcifications.